
Power BI Report Server

Everyone is welcome to enjoy* the ice-cream buffet, 
pick the flavor that suits you the best.

Quick menu card

The Ice Cream Buffet

*To obtain your buffet please go to 
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/report-server/

Strawberry

Classical Perfect Paginated Reports.

This flavor will match all your needs by his flexibility. Traditional BI reporting tools

for years. The favorite of IT teams and BI developer.

Ingredients: SQL server Data Tools in Visual Studio, Report Builder,

Shared Data sources and Datasets

Data-driven subscriptions, alerts

Can be packed and embedded

Recipe here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/report-server/quickstart-
create-paginated-report

Pistachio

Vanilla

Chocolate

Fancy Interactive Power BI Reports

Strawberry is easy to love, but his depth of taste will depend on the quality

behind the final product. Easy to consume this one is the favorite of the new

generation of users.

Ingredients: Power BI desktop specific edition and a lot of data sources. PBIX

This local version does not contain dashboard and some of the cloud version

features.

Recipe here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/report-server/quickstart-
create-powerbi-report

To the point Analytical Excel reports

Chocolate is a forever appreciated flavor. It can be declined in several version. 

Favorite of the Business analysts, it offers deepness and an explosion of insights. 

Best consumed centrally with a touch of governance.

Ingredients: Excel, Office Online Server, SQL Server Analysis Services, XLS, 

Does contain embedded connection information to be refresh, do not works with 

all the data sources

May demand manual refresh and upload.

Recipe here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/report-server/excel-oos

Extravagant Mobile Reports

Pistachio is a more unusual flavor, often used in association with others flavor.

Meant to be used on the greens as in the airport lounge. Favorite of the

managers.

Ingredients: KPIs, Power BI, reports PBIX, Mobile Report Builder RDLX, provided

in a cup called Power BI mobile application

Recipe here https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/consumer/mobile/mobile-
app-ssrs-kpis-mobile-on-premises-reports
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